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1 . The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

2. Claims 1, 4, 10, 12 - 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Leonowich ("Leonowich"; US #6,195,004 B1) in view of Hirohama

("Hirohama"; US #5,797,125).

As per independent claim 1's "providing an audio user interface for a mobile

terminal", Leonowich's DISTRIBUTED EARCON LOCAL AREA NETWORK allows a

monitoring user to be apprised of events , via a device that is specifically placed or

carried by a user resulting in the user being informed of all events occurring within the

network (Abstract; see also Leonowich's reference numeral 42, fig 2, from which audio

emanations alert the user). Significantly in Leonowich, assigning distinct audio sounds

to represent events executed by a device (col 1 , line 57 - col 2, line 2) reads upon the

"message associated with at least one corresponding auditory icon".

While Leonowich contains identical disclosure of "prioritizing the plurality of

messages" by using a threshold status level that would have to be met in order for

another device's signal to be transmitted from that device , and thus make its way to the

device 42 (col 3, lines 45 - 61), this is not "prioritizing...based on at least one context

value".

However, in the VOICE GUIDE SYSTEM INCLUDING PORTABLE TERMINAL

UNITS that is taught in Hirohama, a "mobile terminal" responds according to its location

relative to different guide areas and also the languages needed by individual users (see

also col 3, line 61 - col 4, line 39).
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Thus, it would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of applicant's invention to base the presentation of Leonowich's EARCON

information upon "context'-sensitive criteria, as in the Hirohama VOiCE GUIDE , for this

makes the resulting "mobile terminal" all the more pertinent to individual user needs.

In customizing the languages for guide areas , the PORTABLE TERMINAL

UNITS of Hirohama carry out "comparing" the terminal's preferences to the available

audio content, and thus, impose a "context value" as in claim 4. In so doing, claim 13's

"ordering each received message in order of matching to the context value" occurs,

since the messages that are desirable in the user context are presented first.

The audio equipment of the Leonowich/Hirohama combination must at least be

"monophonic" in generating the Leonowich "auditory icon" (claim 10; this is also

applicable to claim 29 below).

The GUIDE information that is output by Hirohama reads upon claim 12's

"streaming additional descriptive audio information"; as it does as well upon the similar

language in claim 31. When the Leonowich device 42 picks up a "message", it is

receiving an indication of "the corresponding auditory icon" (claim 14), in which

"identifying" the icon for rendering occurs (claim 15).

Independent claim 16 is similar in many regards to claim 1 , but is alternatively

embodied as "identifying at least one best match message based on the at least one

context value". But this is what Hirohama does, in picking the language-matched item

of guide information.
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3. Claims 33, 48 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Leonowich in view of Hilpert, Jr. et al. ("Hilpert"; US #6,404,442 B1).

As per the "mobile terminal" functionality claimed in independent claim 33 (see

also independent claim 48), it has been noted above that an "auditory icon" is output

from the Leonowich device 42, responsive to an elevated relevance of a message that

prompts it. Yet Leonowich alone does not fairly teach the correlation of "visual icons"

with "an associated auditory icon", to allow the user "to select at least one of the visual

icons" and then hear its "auditory icon".

However.. Hilpert's IMAGE FINDING ENABLEMENT WITH PROJECTED AUDIO
i

remedies this lack

—

sounds are projected or rendered in space surrounding a computer

system to provide information concerning various aspects of information displayed on

the computer system display screen (Abstract). Thus, a screen like Hilpert's fig 3, with

its assortment of "visualicons",' is projected into an auditory space such as fig 6's, to

assist the user (see also col 2, lines 8 - 26).

Thus, it would have also been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art

at the time of applicant's invention to use the display screen/auditory association of

Hilpert in the environment of Leonowich's messaging, with the motivation being to give

the user a dual-format "terminal" that allows visual confirmation and intuitive spatial

distribution of effect.

4. Claims 2 - 3, 6 - 9, 1 1 , 17- 31 , 34 - 35, 38, 42 - 46 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Leonowich in view of Hirohama and Hilpert.
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The Leonowich/Hirohama combination does not contain explicit teachings of

"visual iconVauditory icon" association (claims 2, 17, 21; see also independent claim

18), "presenting a spatial position" (claims 6, 25) to a user, as by "stereo amplitude

panning" (claims 7, 26), "acoustic modeling and auralization" (claims 8, 27), or a

"stereophonic mode" (claims 9, 28). However, as noted above in the characterization of

Hilpert, this form of audio rendering was known in the art and developed so as to

increase user intuitiveness. (It should be noted, too, that a "first icon" in Hilpert can

certainly be "enlarged in relation to other icons" (claims 3, 44), simply by its static

specification.)

Thus, it would have been still further obvious to the person having ordinary skill in

the art to use the specific audio projection of Hilpert in the EARCON-presenting

Leonowich arrangement, when modified to create a "context"-based "prioritizing" as per

Hirohama, with the motivation being to aid the Leonowich user in responding to the

"messages" that are transmitted to device 42, the "mobile terminal".

In a similar line of reasoning, it would have been obvious to the person having

ordinary skill in the art to render trie iconic indications of Hilpert via "text-to-speech

(TTS) synthesis" (claims 1 1 , 30), so as to give a better rendering of textual material on a

screen such as Hilpert's fig 3, which depicts claim 20's "navigation bar" (see also claim

43).

Independent claim 19 is similar in many resepcts to the "match"-based

embodiment of claim 16, but also adds the "visual iconVauditory icon" association, thus

reading upon Hilpert in combination.
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As time progresses in any interface such as Leonowich, Hirohama or Hilpert, a

repetitive sequence resulting in "updating" the "icons" must occur, to keep the display

relevant. Thus, when an "additional visual icon" (claim 22) appears or one is "removed"

(claim 23), the "auditory icon" representation must keep current with the display.

The matter of a "selected visual icon" prompting a presentation of "the auditory

icon associated with" it (claims 24, 45) has been treated above with respect to claim 33,

in noting that Hilpert produces audio indications of user-selected visual interface icons

(see col 5, lines 13 - 43).

As also noted above with respect to claim 1 , Hirohama reads upon "prioritizing a

plurality of messages based on at least one context value" (claim 34), these being

"specific to a user of the mobile terminal" (claim 35; in Hirohama, the language of the

user at a quideareaV As in claim 46, the "sound generator provides the audio icons" in

such a "priority" arrangement: those "audio icons" that are indicated by the context

have "priority" over those that are' not.

As per the "proximity value" used as a parameter in claim 38, the proximity of

Hirohama's "mobile terminal" governs which messages it will output.
''

Independent claim 42 is rejected for reasons similar to those given for the

rejection of claim 1 9 above.

5. Applicant's arguments filed i 9 October 2004 'have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive'. •
.

-

At page 1 1 of the remarks, applicant argues that, "unlike the present invention,

Leonowich does not disclose 'prioritizing [a] plurality of messages,' but instead discloses
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a system for determining whether or not a signal from a specific device, in isolation,

should be emitted." However, this neglects the Leonowich capability to provide

selective indications of alarms to the mobile device, and thus the assignment of priority

to certain messages occurs when it is determined whether or not such an alarm is

relevant. In any event, priority assignment on the basis of context is also clearly seen in

Hirohama, where the mobile device selectively responds on the basis of position and

language.

Contrary to applicant's argument bridging pages 11-12, Hirohama is indeed

analogous to. Leonowich, in that in each case, message transmission to mobile users is

selectively controlled. Applicant's assertion that "the Office Action does not explain how

Leonowich could even be modified to present
'EARCON information upon "context"-

sensitive criteria.'" is met by noting that Leonowich's selective presentation is entirely

based upon whether a message should or should not be sent. Hirohama is readily

adapted to assist in this regard, by applying contextual rules that are relevant to the

user of a mobile device.

Specifically as to Hirohama, applicant argues at pages 12-13 that "Hirohama

does not disclose, teach or suggest a method of 'prioritizing a plurality of

messages. . .based oh at least one context value' to determine which guide information

to provide". However, a form of priority is imposed upon the message content that is

selectively delivered to the Hirohama user. At a given contextual situation, some

information is provided, while other information is not. This means that a priority at least

of display/noh-display is being judged.
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Moving on to the combination with Hilpert, applicant argues (page 13) that

because Leonowich makes an observation that visual indicators are rendered useless

once the operator leaves the room containing the indicator . "Leonowich teaches away

from the use of visual indicators". However, this does not suggest that a visual indicator

carried with a mobile device would not be considered useful in the Leonowich

combination to use Hilpert's visual/auditory correlation. Leonowich is merely

commenting upon the useless nature of visual displays that are at a fixed location.

6. Claims 5, 32, 36 - 37, 39 - 41 are objected to as being dependent upon a

rejected base claim, .but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all

of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

As outlined in the previous Office action, the use of an "artificial neural network to

prioritize" (claims 5, 32) was not taught nor suggested by the prior art of record.

- Upon reconsideration, it is further deemed that "displaying visual icons by relative

size" in proportion to "priority" (claim 36) or "proximity value" (claim 39) are not taught

nor suggested by the art of record. While priority perse is used in the selective

presentation of auditory signals iri Leonowich/Hirohama, and while a visual display

having "icons" that correspond to an audible indication is seen in Hilpert, the relative

sizes of Hilpert's "visual icons" is not disclosed as being dependent upon such

parameters of relevance.

:

Similarly, "displaying visual
1

icons consecutively in order of priority" (claims 37,

41 ) or "proximity value" (claim 40) is not fairly taught by a visual display such as

Hilpert's, even in the obvious combination with the auditory message priority
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determination that occurs in Leonowich/Hirohama. Though Leonowich/Hirohama do

teach the perse application of priority in deciding which auditory icons to render, a

consecutive order such as in these claims is not seen as being useful in ordering a

Hilpert display.

7. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action.' In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Raymond J. Bayerl whose telephone number is (571)

272-4045. The examiner can normally be reached on M - Th from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

ET. '
'

'

9. If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Cabeca, can be reached on (571) 272-4048. All patent application

related correspondence transmitted by FAX must be directed to the central FAX

number (703) 872-9306.
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10. Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (571) 272-

2100.

_0
RAYMOND J. BAYERL
PRIMARY EXAMINER
ART UNIT 2173

"3 Mo.,^ lo<?s
—


